Zaha Hadid

Radical space: How Zaha Hadid created a
21st-century architectureZaha Hadid was a
revolutionary architect, who for many
years built almost nothing, despite winning
critical acclaim. Some even said her
audacious,
futuristic
designs
were
unbuildable.During the latter years of her
life, Hadids daring visions became a
reality, bringing a unique new architectural
language to cities and structures as varied
as the Rosenthal Center for Contemporary
Art in Cincinnati, hailed by The New York
Times as the most important new building
in America since the Cold War; the
MAXXI Museum in Rome; the Guangzhou
Opera House in China; and the London
2012 Olympics Aquatics Centre.At the
time of her unexpected death in 2016,
Hadid was firmly established among the
elite of world architecture, recognized as
the first woman to win both the Pritzker
Prize for architecture and the RIBA Royal
Gold Medal, but above all as a giver of
new forms, the first great architect of the
noughties.From her early sharply angled
buildings to later more fluid architecture
that made floors, ceilings, walls, and
furniture part of an overall design, this
essential introduction presents key
examples of Hadids pioneering practice to
study an artist, as much as an architect,
who fought to break the old rules and
crafted
her
own
21st-century
universe.About the series:Each book in
TASCHENs Basic Architecture series
features: an introduction to the life and
work of the architect the major works in
chronological order information about the
clients, architectural preconditions as well
as construction problems and resolutions a
list of all the selected works and a map
indicating the locations of the best and
most famous buildings approximately 120
illustrations (photographs, sketches, drafts
and plans)
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We work at all scales and in all sectors. We create transformative cultural, corporate, residential and other spaces that
work in synchronicity with their - 10 min - Uploaded by ZahaHadid ArchitectsThis film shows some of the people and
projects of Zaha Hadid Architects. It aims to convey the Architect. Zaha Hadid Architects. Design. Zaha Hadid. Project
Director. Christos Passas. Project Architect. Veronika Ilinskaya Kwanphil Cho. Design Team.We work at all scales and
in all sectors. We create transformative cultural, corporate, residential and other spaces that work in synchronicity with
theirSee the latest news and architecture related to zaha-hadid, only on ArchDaily.The museum is lifted up above the
ground plane, allowing for a minimal footprint on ground where the landscape extends beneath it. Zaha Hadid
(1950-2016) - 5 min - Uploaded by The B1MZaha Hadid was a prominent and somewhat controversial Iraqi-born
British architect who The latest Tweets from Zaha Hadid (@ZHA_News). Zaha Hadid Architects official page. Dame
Zaha Hadid, the world-renowned architect, whose designs include the London Olympic aquatic centre, has died aged 65.
The BritishZaha Hadids pioneering vision redefined architecture for the 21st century and captured imaginations across
the globe. Each of her projects transformed notionsDisclaimer: Dame Zaha Hadid, Pritzker Prize winning (2004) UK
licensed architect, designer, and educator was not licensed to practice architecture in the stateNews about Zaha Hadid.
Commentary and archival information about Zaha Hadid from The New York Times.
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